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Abstract. In recent years several new algorithms have appeared for the problem of enumerating 
the prime numbers up to some limit N. We show that all these algorithms emerge from the common 
idea of a sieve by the judicious use of three simple principles. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years several new algorithms have appeared for the problem of enumerat- 
ing the prime numbers up to some limit N [l, 2, 4, 6, 8-10, 12, 131. Since almost 
all of these algorithms are presented a6 initio, and the settings are as varied as 
‘automatic programming’, programming methodology, algebraic notation for 
MACLISP, and complexity theory, the relationships between the algorithms are not 
easy to discern. 
In fact, these algorithms share a common structural property: They are, or are 
based on, linear sieves. They are sieves in the sense that the primes are found 
indirectly, by computing and then ‘sifting out’ all the composites (non-primes) in 
the interval [2.. IV]; they are linear in the sense that the time taken is linear in the 
number of composites, and therefore O(N), because each composite is generated 
just once in a bounded number of arithmetic operations and memory references. 
We aim to show herein that all these algorithms emerge from the common idea 
of a sieve by the judicious use of three simple principles. One is specific to the 
problem: We exploit two different unique normal forms for composites. The remain- 
ing two principles are generally applicable, and concern the transformation of 
abstract algorithms. The first is to introduce variables for certain sets occurring in 
invariant assertions; this is not new-Dijkstra and Gries, among others, have made 
much of this. The second is to try varying the time-order of operations. This is the 
more important in this study, yielding interesting new algorithms and relating known 
algorithms with a minimum of intellectual effort. Although not new-we exploited 
it in [ 1 l&-it would seem to be underappreciated. 
We believe that there is much herein of interest to the programming methodologist 
(who is assured that the number theory involved is almost always very elementary, 
and when it is not, is simply pulled out of the hat): Ten different solutions (and 
many more implementations) are presented for a common problem, and are shown 
not to arise from an equal number of ‘tricks’ but from three simple principles. It is 
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demonstrated that interesting new solutions are sometimes most easily discovered 
by exploiting our ability to manipulate abstract algorithms as well as varying their 
implementations. 
2. The structure of non-primes 
We seek a method of enumerating the composites in the range [2.. IV], i.e., a 
sieve. The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic tells us that every number x between 
2 and N inclusive can be uniquely expressed as 
x=p;‘p~. . . k P m” , (0) 
where m is the number of primes s N, pi is the ith prime (p, = 2, p2 = 3, p3 = 5, . . .) 
and at least one ki > 0. The primes are indexed from 1 rather than 0 in deference 
to a venerable mathematical tradition. We note that x is composite iff Cl, k, > 1. 
Let us jump ahead a little and consider trying to use (0) to enumerate the 
composites between 2 and N. We might decide to generate the set of all possible 
prime factors as we go, starting with (2). We can then generate the composites 4, 
8, 16, 32, etc., after which 3 is revealed to be the next prime, and the composites 
of form (0) with m = 2 and k, > 0 can be generated. And so on. 
In the method which is beginning to emerge, a composite is generated when its 
greatest prime factor equals the current prime p = 2,3,5,7, . . . . It is in this sense 
based on the following normal form for composites c: 
c=p.f wherep=gpf(c)andf>l; (1) 
‘gpf’ denotes the greatest prime factor function. Note that gpf(f) s p and gpf(c) s 
c + 2. We shall explore methods based on (1) in Section 4. 
A dual normal form for composites is suggested by (1): 
c=p*f wherep=lpf(c)andf>l; (2) 
‘lpf’ denotes the least prime factor function. Note that lpf(f) 3 p and lpf(c) G A. 
We shall explore methods based on (2) in Section 3. 
It turns out that all the new algorithms are based on these two normal forms for 
composites. This is not to say that other normal forms are not possible. For instance, 
we might try 
c =f- g where 1 <fs g andf+ g is maximal, 
i.e., f is the greatest factor G&. We do not know how to exploit this normal form 
efficiently. 
3. ‘Least prime factor’ algorithms 
We first explore algorithms based on normal form (2) because they turn out to 
be simpler than those based on the alternative form (1). The historically first linear 
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sieve (in the Computing Science literature, at least) was [9], which appeared only 
nine years ago. It was based on form (l), which should be no surprise given the 
naturalness of the development at the start of Section 2. 
3.1. Mairson’s sieve and variations thereon 
Our task is to generate the set Co(N) of composites d N using normal form (2), 
whence the set Pr( N) of primes d N is [2 . N] -Co(N). Let us first investigate 
the possibility of taking the primes in increasing order, and finding for each prime 
pk the set C, of all composites in Co(N) of form (2). 
We are faced with two problems in implementing this induction on k. The first 
is to compute C,. From (2), we have 
Ck={c~c~Nandc=p,~fandlpf(f)~pp,} 
1 ( 
k-l 
= cIc=p,.fandfe [pk.. N+p,]- u C, 
I=, )I 
. (3) 
The other problem is to compute Pk+l. This is readily seen to be given by 
[2.. N]-6 c,,pk 
,=I > 
where next(S, x) denotes the least value in set S that exceeds x. The non-trivial 
theorem that &+r < p: for all k implies that the r.h.s. above is well-defined if pt 4 N. 
Both problems are solved by maintaining a set S of the numbers in [2. . N] that 
are not composite multiples of a prime <pk (rather than maintaining iJf;=, C,). 
Equation (3) is used to compute Ck. We have arrived at Mairson’s sieve [6]: 
Algorithm 3.1. 
{N> 11 
k, p, S := 1,2, [2 . . N]; 
1 
k-l 
invariant: p = pk and S = [2 . . N] - IJ C, 
,=I 
dop’s N+ 
Establish C = C,: 
T 
C := 0; 
{invariant: C = {p . fl chosen(f)}} 
forallfsSn[p.. N+p]doC:=Cu{p.f)od; 
L 
k-l 
invariant: S = [2 . . N] - U C, -chosen(c) 
I=1 
forall c E C do S := S - {c} od; 
k, p := k + 1, next(S, p) 
od 
{S = Pr( N)]. 
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A notational interlude is appropriate here. All our algorithms are expressed in 
guarded commands, and manipulate abstract objects such as integers and finite sets. 
As a matter of principle, every loop is accompanied by an invariant, so that the 
reader should have little trouble in producing complete proofs of correctness if so 
inclined. In order to leave maximum freedom to transform and implement 
algorithms, unnecessary temporal ordering of operations is avoided. To help in this 
matter we use a simple notational extension: The command 
forall x E S do command od 
has the effect of performing command precisely once for each value in the finite set 
S, with variable x instantiating the values in an unspecified order. S may not be 
affected by command. To help formulate invariants for such loops, we use chosen(x) 
to denote the set of values from S taken thus far by x. On completion, of course, 
chosen(x) = S (and x is undefined). 
Algorithm 3.1 is clearly linear in the number of abstract operations. We now seek 
an implementation such that each abstract operation takes bounded time. An array 
will do for C. The abstract operations on S are removal of a specified member of 
S and computation of next( S, x) where, again, x E S (which can be used to implement 
the forallf loop). A suitable implementation uses an array to tabulate the function 
next( S, x) for x E S, and another array to tabulate its inverse so that deletions can 
be done in bounded time (see [6, lo]). The space required is O(N log N) bits. 
The need for the set C disappears if the elements of C, can be removed from S 
as they are computed. Is there some ordering of the values off that permits this? 
Note that a number p. f to be removed will also be used as a factor f if p . fs N f p, 
so taking values of .f in increasing order will not do. 
One approach is suggested by the very nature of the problem: p. f can be 
immediately removed from S provided p2 . f is removed from S, which in turn can 
be removed provided p’ *f is removed, and so on. We obtain a variation due to 
Gries and Misra [4]. The context is as in Algorithm 3.1, with the first two highest-level 
abstract statements in the body of the outer loop combined and having the following 
refinement (in which SO denotes the value of S before execution): 
S ubtract C’, from S = SO: 
_f:=p; 
{invariant: S = SO -{pi. g ( i > 0 and g E SO and g <f} 
andfE SO andfap} 
dop.fs IV-+ 
c:= p -f; 
{invariant:S=SO-{p’.gIi>OandgESOandg<f) 
I -{d\d=p’*f<candi>O}} 
docsN+ 
I 
s:= S-(c); 
c:=p.c 
od; 
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1 f:= next(S,f) od. 
Bertrand’s theorem-that there is always a prime between n and 2n-implies that 
next(S,f) is defined, because there must be a prime in S between f and p *J: 
This variation could be regarded as obtaining from a new normal form for 
composites c, namely 
c=p’.fwherep=lpf(c)andc>p. 
This is how the algorithm was originally presented. Our derivation is simpler in the 
context of knowing Mairson’s algorithm a priori, which sort of situation occurs very 
often in practice: A new algorithm may be found most easily be transforming a 
known algorithm; and in our experience, changing the time-order of operations is 
a transformation often worth investigating. 
There happens to be an alternative, much simpler, way to remove composites 
immediately: by generating them in decreasing order! This variation is due to 
Pritchard [lo] and, independently, Misra [8] (and we should not be surprised if 
the reader has found it). It is given below, using prev(S, x) to denote the greatest 
member of set S less than x (which, recall, is already tabulated for x E S in our 
implementation). It is convenient to have 1 E S, invariantly, so S is initialized to 
[l . . N] and the major invariant adjusted accordingly. 
Subtract C, from S = SO: 
I 
f:=p; 
{invariant: f E SO and p . prev( S, f) G N} 
dopefs N+f:= next(S,f) od; 
{invariant: f E SO and S = SO - (C, n [ p . f. . IV])} 
dof> 1 +f:= prev( S,f); 
s:= s-{p.f} 
od. 
Again, after deciding to investigate other time-orderings for deletions of com- 
posites, it takes very little inspiration to find this algorithm, since an obvious ordering 
to try is the reverse one. 
There is yet another way to dispense with the set C in Algorithm 3.1: By 
maintaining the set of factor values f separately, elements of C, can be directly 
removed from S. We rewrite (3) as 
C,={c(cGNandc=p,*fandfEFk} 
where 
k-l 
Fk=[pk..N+pk]-(, c,. 
,=I 
The invariant of Algorithm 3.1 is strengthened by the conjunct F = Fk. We obtain 
a new algorithm: 
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Algorithm 3.2. 
k, p, F, S := 1,2, [2 . . N + 21, [2 . . N]; 
1 
k-l 
invariant: p = pk and F = Fk and S = [2 . . N] - U C, 
i=l 
dop2< N-, 
S, G:=S-C,,{flfe Fandfmodp#O}: 
G := 0; 
i 
k-l 
invariant: S = [2 . . N] - U C, - {p . f[ chosen(f)} and 
!=I 
G = {flchosen(f) andf mod p f 0} 
forall f E F do I 
s:= s-{p*f}; 
iffmodp#O-+G:= Gu{f) 
Ofmodp=O+skip 
fi 
\ od; 
k,p:= k+l,next(S,p); 
Establish F = Fk: 
IF:=Gf-~[p..Ntpl 
$=Pr(N)l. 
The set G is purely an expository convenience: An array can be used for F, with 
only values f that are not multiples of p retained in it after p. f is removed from 
S. Also, elementwise removal can be avoided for the last abstract statement above 
if the values are kept in increasing order; in this case it suffices to store the differences 
between successive values. A result of Iwaniec’ [Sj shows that these differences are 
0( pi). Since there are clearly less than N + pk of them, F requires only O(N) bits, 
as does a bit-array for S. By maintaining redundant information we have decreased 
the space required for a linear-time implementation, which might strike one as 
paradoxical. 
3.2. A dual algorithm 
And now for something completely different: There is a fundamental time-ordering 
bias implicit in all the algorithms found thus far. It is that the outer loop iterates 
over p, and the inner over f: Realizing this, let us investigate the dual ordering. The 
outer loop presents no difficulties: f ranges over the set [2. , N e-21. 
’ It is not necessary to be aufait with this recent and deep theorem to implement F in O(N) bits. 
There are sufficiently many members of Fk that the average difference d,” between successive members 
is small (O(p,)-see Fact 4 in [13]). And in [13, Section 41 we present a simple scheme that requires 
only O(log d,,) bits per difference on average. 
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What values must p range over for a given f? From (2), we see the required set is 
Pf = Pr(min(lpf(f), N+f)). 
Since lpf(f) is the smallest prime dividingi we need only take primes p in increasing 
order, stopping if p. f > N or p divides f: If the values off are taken in increasing 
order, the primes up to m that are needed can be collected on the way. We obtain 
the following new 
Algorithm 3.3. 
J;S:=2,[2.. N]; 
{invariant: S = [2 . . N] -{c ( I< c + lpf( c) <f}} 
dof<N+2+ 
p, pOK := 2, True; 
{invariant: (pOK = p E cf) and f > 1 and S = [2 . N] - 
{cIl<c+lpf(c)<f)-{c]c+lpf(c)=fandlpf(c)<p}} 
dopOK+S:=S-{p.fl; 
pOK := (next(S, p) . f s N) and (f mod p # 0); 
p := next( S, p) 
od; 
f:=f+1 
Ti=Pr(N)]. 
The only operations performed on S are removal of a specified element, and 
next(S, p) where p is a prime smin(L N + f) G fl. S can be implemented as a 
bit-array, and the necessary primes collected in an array by appending the element 
f whenever f E S and f s fi. The resulting program runs in O(N) operations in 
space asymptotic to N bits. 
We now have two algorithms that run in O(N) bits, and the latter is particularly 
simple. Misra in [7] creates a complex and sophisticated data structure just so that 
the Pritchard/Misra variation of Algorithm 3.1 requires bit-space linear in (but not 
asymptotic to) N, but at the expense of the complexity which becomes ‘almost’ 
linear in N. Yet a pair of nested loops only needed to be inverted to get a simpler 
and more efficient solution. 
3.3. Bengalloun s incremental sieve 
Each algorithm developed thus far relies on the fact that N is given in advance: 
The primality of N + 1 is not easily computed after completion of the algorithm. 
Another way of putting the matter is this: With Mairson’s algorithm and its variations, 
Pr(n), n < N, is not known until after O(N) operations, even if n is quite small. 
Algorithm 3.3 is much better in this regard-here it is known as soon as f > n +2. 
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But suppose we desire an algorithm that is incremental in the sense that numbers 
are taken in increasing order n = 2,3,4,5,6, . . . and the primality of n is decided 
(hopefully) in a bounded number of operations (so that Pr(n) is available after 
O(n) operations). Such an algorithm would have compelling practical advantages: 
It would make maximal use of a given allocation of time; it would be easily restarted; 
it could serve as UNIX’-style utility in a pipeline. 
Let us try to obtain an incremental sieve by altering the order in which composites 
(of form (2)) are generated by Algorithm 3.1. We would like to discover in bounded 
time whether or not n is composite when it is processed. It would seem that for 
odd n the necessary information should be determined when a previous value of n 
is processed. Normal form (2) suggests two possibilities, corresponding to 
Algorithms 3.1 and 3.3 respectively. 
Let n = p. f where p = lpf(n) and f > 1. The first possibility is to record the 
compositeness of n when processing the largest composite <n with the same least 
prime factor, i.e., p * g where g = prev({x Ilpf(x) 2 p}, f). Value g is well-defined 
unless n = p2, so squared primes would need to be handled separately. But although 
we can arrange to tabulate function Ipf for arguments <n, we cannot see a way to 
compute f in bounded time when given g. The sticking point is the inequality 
lpf(x) 3 p in the definition of the set of values to which function next must be applied. 
Let us turn to the second possibility. Here we would record the compositeness 
of n when processing the largest composite <n with the same value of f in its 
normal form of type (2), i.e., q. f where q = prev(Pr( p), p). Prime q is well-defined 
provided lpf(n) > 2, so even numbers would need to be handled separately. 
Changing our perspective, we see that when composite n = p * f is processed, we 
need only tabulate the function lpf at next(Pr(n), p) . f if p < lpf( f). By gathering 
the primes in an array as they are discovered, the required prime can be computed 
in bounded time. We have arrived at 
Algorithm 3.4. 
n, P, LPF:= 2, {2}, {(2,2)}; 
{invariant: P = Pr( n) and LPF = lpfldomain(LPF) 
and domain( LPF) = [ 2 . . n] u 
{p.flf> 1 andpE Pr(lpf(f))-(2) and prev(P,p) .f s nj) 
do True + 
n:=n+l. 
if even(n;+LPF:= LPFu{(n,2)} 
Cl odd(n) + skip 
fi; 
if n @ domain( LPF) + 
P, LPF:= Pu{n>, LPFu{(n, n)} 
II n E domain( LPF) -+ 
’ UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
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p:= LPF(n);f:= nip; 
if p < LPF(f) + 
r:=next(P,p); 
LPF:= LPFu{(r.J; r)} 
0 p = LPF(f) + skip 
fi 
fi 
od. 
We have formulated the algorithm as computing the least prime factor function 
on an incrementally increasing segment [2 . . n] ofthe integers (actually, on a superset 
of this segment). The notation fls denotes the restriction of the function f to the 
sub-domain S. 
This truly beautiful algorithm was discovered by Bengalloun [2]. His implementa- 
tion uses an array p for the set of primes P and an array &index such that 
p[ Ipjindex[x]] = LPF(x). The algorithm is clearly linear; Bertrand’s theorem guaran- 
tees that the array lpjndex needs only 2n locations. 
Note that the guard p < LPF(f) is equivalent tofmod p # 0, so that there is really 
no need for LPF(,,,,,_,,! Also, another implementation can be given that uses a 
single array lpf with the representation invariant 
1 
0, if 2 4 x d 2n and x G domain( LPF), 
fasrp = max( P) and Ipflx] = LPF(x), if composite(x) and x E domain( LPF), 
next( P, x), if x E Pr( lastp - 1). 
This is more attractive because a single growing array both suits the incremental 
nature of the algorithm and directly implements the function LPF on composites. 
4. ‘Greatest prime factor’ algorithms 
4.1. Two sieves, including Gale and Pratt’s 
Let us now turn to normal form (1) and ring the changes. 
Our task is again to generate the set Co(N) of composites s N. Let C, now denote 
the set of all numbers c in C with gpf(c) =pk. To use induction on k, we must find 
a way of computing C, and then pk+l. From (1) we have 
Ck={C)c~NandC=Pk.fandf>landgpf(f)~pk} 
={CIC=pkSfandfEFk} (4) 
where 
> n[2.. N+p,]. (5) 
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Also, 
pk+,=next [2..N]-lj Ck,pk 
( i=l > 
provided pk s N + 2, by Bertrand’s theorem. 
Equations (4) and (5) constitute a recursive equation whose unique solution is 
x=c,: 
k-l 
x= CIC=p,.fandfE u CiUXUPr(pk) 
i=l > 
C, is clearly a solution; its unicity can be demonstrated by showing that any solution 
X must satisfy C, C_ X and X G Ck. We omit this demonstration. 
Computing the solution is a closure operation subject to the constraint CG N: 
By gathering the composites in C as they are generated, they become available for 
use as factors J: We obtain 
Algorithm 4.1. 
{N> 11 
k, p, P, C := 1,2, {2],0; 
1 
k-l 
invariant: p = pk and P = Pr( pk) and C = IJ C, 
i=l 
dops N+2+ 
C:=CuCk: 
I 
f:=2; 
1 
k-l 
inVariant:fECuPandC=U cju(ckn[2pk..pk’f-l]) 
t=l I 
dop.fsN+ 
c:= Cu{p.f}; 
f := next( C u P, f) 
od; 
k:= k+l; 
Establish p = pk: 
1 
p:=p+l; 
{invariant: p # pk = p e C} 
dope C+p:=p+l od; 
P:= Pu{p} 
od 
{[2. . N] - C = Pr( N)}. 
It is not an easy matter to find an implementation that allows next( C u P, f) to 
be computed in bounded time, because members of C are not found in a useful 
order. Indeed, we know of none that support function next for arbitrary f E C u R 
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But there’s the rub: By exploiting the particular algorithmic setting, we can find a 
suitable implementation. 
P is represented by an array. C u P is represented by a master linked list. C is 
updated as follows. The composites in C, are appended to another (initially empty) 
linked list as they are generated in increasing order. Each new factor f is obtained 
from the master linked list or the list of new composites. In the latter case, it is 
removed from that list and inserted into the master list. Thus the invariant for the 
loop that adds C, to C is that 
(a) the merged list (the initial part of the master list) contains the values g E Fk 
with g<f, in order; 
(b) the rest of the master list contains U~Z,’ C, u Pr(p,) -{g/g E Fk and g <f), 
and its initial part contains the values not exceeding max(Fk_,), in order (when 
k = 1, this part is empty); 
(c) the list of new composites not used as factors contains C, n [f. . p. f- 11, in 
order. 
After generating C, in this fashion, the rest of the master list and the list of new 
composites that were not used as factors can simply be appended to the merged 
list, after which it represents C u P, restoring the invariant. By creating the lists in 
a suitably initialized array, or by maintaining a redundant bit-array representation 
of C u P, both abstract operations involving C can be performed in bounded time. 
The details are gladly left to the reader. 
There must be a better way! Some members of C u P have special status-they 
are used as factors. Let us distinguish these at the abstract level by maintaining the 
set F of factors f used with p = p&l. The extra conjunct 
therefore be 
in our invariant will 
F=F,-,. 
It will no longer be necessary to maintain the set P, as it will be incorporated in F. 
F is initialized with the empty set. It remains only to compute Fk given Fkml. We 
find from (5) that 
(6) 
Equations (4) and (6) jointly (recursively) define Ck and Fk (as their unique 
solution); these sets are therefore jointly computed. The code follows from the 
equations, and is incorporated in the following complete 
Algorithm 4.2. 
IN> 11 
k,p,F,C:=1,2,0,0; 
1 
k-l 
invariant: p = pk and F = Fk_, and C = U C, 
i=, 
dope N+2+ 
F, C:= Fk, Cv Ck: 
28 
F, G := F u {p}, 0; 
k-l 
invariant: C = IJ 
i=l 
0d; 
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Ci u {p *flf~ G} and 
G=F,-{p’.f(iSOandfE F} 
do Ff0-t 
extract any f from F; 
ifp*fsN+ 
C, F:= Cu{p.f}, Fu{p.f); 
G:= Gu{f) 
Up-f> N+skip 
fi 
L F:= G; 
k:= k+l; 
Establish p = pk: 
T 
p:=p+1; 
{invariant: p # pk = p E C} 
dopE C+p:=p+lod 
Od 
{[2.. N] - C = Pr( N)}. 
This algorithm has an interesting history. In [9] Pratt presented a linear sieve 
based on normal form (1) which he credits to Gale and himself. It is written in 
CGOL, an Algol-like extension of MACLISP, and can be obtained from our abstract 
algorithm by implementing F and G as stacks; the abstract operations are imple- 
mented as follows: 
F:= Fu{x} . . . . push(x, F), 
extract any f from F :: POP(~, F). 
These stacks are implemented as linked lists (the natural choice in CGOL). (C is 
implemented by a bit-array.) The resulting program behaves analogously to the 
Cries and Misra variation of Mairson’s sieve (Algorithm 3.1), in that a given f is 
multiplied by successive powers of p. (This is made explicit in Pratt’s CGOL 
program.) 
The algorithm reached a presumably larger audience in [l] (via a draft of Volume 
4 of Knuth’s The Art of Computer Programming) where it was presented in our 
form. It was used to illustrate the claimed successful performance of PECOS, a 
program that ‘automatically’ implemented abstract algorithms. The accompanying 
commentary opined that 
the frequent destructive operations [on F] suggest that an array may be 
relatively expensive. 
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PECOS, unsurprisingly, chose an unordered linked-list for F and G. 
But a stack can be implemented perfectly well as an array! Furthermore, it is 
clear that a queue is another possible implementation for F (and therefore G), as 
elements can be added at one end and extracted at the other. And again, the queue 
can be implemented as a linked-list or a ‘circular’ array. 
G was only introduced to express an iteration over a changing set. Such a scheme 
is used, informally, in Knuth’s presentation of the algorithm (quoted in [l]). We 
might seek a direct implementation of it, which amounts to a simultaneous 
implementation of both F and G. An unordered array does the job: Values off are 
taken from the left and retained (in G) if p. fs N, in which case p. f is also added 
(to F) on the right. The representation invariant will be 
PECOS, and, indeed, its creator, missed several good implementations by failing 
to exploit the freedom to extract any element of F, and thereby missing the 
intermediate abstractions of stacks and queues. It is also interesting to note how, 
in this case, our principle of trying different time-orderings of operations amounts 
to the more familiar principle of trying different implementations. 
The amount of space needed to implement Algorithm 4.2 in any of the ways 
mentioned is N - 1 bits for C plus the space needed for F and G. The cardinality 
of Fk is p(N +pk, pk) - 1, where F(x, y) is the number of positive integers 5x 
which are free of prime divisors >y. ‘I’ has been much studied. In [3] it is proved 
that 
?P(x, (log x)“) = O(X1-l’h+F) 
for any h > 2 and E > 0, which suffices to show that the space needed for F and G 
is o(N) bits. All the above-mentioned implementations of Algorithm 4.2 therefore 
run in space asymptotic to N bits. 
4.2. A dual algorithm 
We now investigate the possibility of the dual ordering, with the outer loop 
iterating over f and the inner over p. We find that the set off values is a subset of 
[2 . . N + 21, and that the set of primes corresponding to a given f is 
For f= 2, Pr( N + 2) is needed. As f increases, N + f decreases, so no more primes 
need be known. A recursive solution is in order, which first finds Pr(M + 2) (with 
a recursive call) and then finds Pr(M). It employs a variable pbound to hold the 
least prime p such that p *f> A4 + 2, so that only new composites are generated; 
pbound monotonically decreases as f increases. 
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Algorithm 4.3. 
IN> 1) 
sift( N, P, GE) where 
procedure siji( M, P, GPF): 
{Assumes M > l} 
{Establishes P = Pr( M) and GPF = gpf (t2,,MI} 
if M =2+P, GPF:={2},{(2,2)} 
0 M = 3 --f P, GPF := {2,3}, {(2,2), (3,3)} 
0 M>3+ 
sift( M + 2, P, GPF); 
L pbound := 2, max( P); 
{invariant: pbound E P and pbound . f > M + 2 
and GPF = gPfIdomain(GPF) 
anddomain(GPF)=[2.. M+~]u{c~cs M 
andl<c+gpf(c)<f)} 
dofcM+2+ 
{invariant: pbound E P and pbound . f > M + 2} 
do (pbound f min( P)) cand prev( P, pbound) . f> M f 2 + 
pbound := prev( P, pbound) 
od; 
p := max({pbound, GPF(f)}); 
{invariant: GPF = gpf)d,,,i”(GPF) 
and domain( GPF) = [2 . . M + 21 u 
(clc< M and l<c+gpf(c)<f)u{q+f]chosen(q)}} 
forallqEPn[p..MsjJdo 
GPF:= GPFu{(q.f, q)} 
od; 
f:=“f+1 
od; 
{invariant: P = { p ) prime( p) and ( p < M + 2 or p E chosen(x))} and 
GPF = gpf(domain(GPF) and domain( GPF) = [2. . M] - 
{x 1 x > M + 2 and not chosen(x)}} 
forallxE[(M+2)+1 . . M]do 
if x SS domain( GPF) + 
P, GPF:=Pu{x}, GPFu{(x,x)} 
Cl x E domain( GPF) + skip 
fi 
od 
fi 
P and GPF can be implemented with arrays requiring 0( N log N) bits. An 
iterative version of Algorithm 4.3 can be given which is hardly more complicated. 
But care should be taken to have the increasing values of M reflect the binary 
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decomposition of N, lest the last step involve much unnecessary computation. Note 
that the iterative version is tending towards an incremental algorithm, albeit one 
with doubling increments. 
4.3. An incremental sieve 
Let us now seek a fully incremental sieve. As before, the compositeness of n 
needs to be determined when processing a previous value of n. Normal form (1) 
suggests two possibilities, corresponding to Algorithms 4.1 and 4.3 respectively. 
Let n = p. f where p = gpf( n) and f > 1. The first possibility is to record the 
compositeness of n when processing the largest composite <n with the same greatest 
prime factor, i.e., p * g where g = prev({x 1 gpf(x) 4 p}, f). Unfortunately, the 
inequality gpf(x) sp would seem to preclude computing f in bounded time when 
given g. 
Let us turn to the second possibility. Here we would record the compositeness 
of n when processing the largest composite <n with the same value off in its 
normal form of type (1). This value is well-defined provided p> gpf(f), when it is 
given by q * f where q =prev(Pr(p), p). Changing perspective, we see that when 
composite n =p. f is processed, we need to tabulate the function gpf at 
next(Pr(n), p) *J; which presents no problem. 
There remains the problem of recording the compositeness (and the greatest prime 
factor) of the smallest composite nJ with a particular value off in its type (1) normal 
form, i.e., nr = gpf(f) . J: Such values of n (which we shall call starters) are distin- 
guished by the fact that gpf(n)’ divides n, so recognizing one is tantamount to 
knowing its greatest prime factor. Again, if this is to take bounded time, the 
information must be determined when a previous value of n is processed. 
For the reasons outlined previously, recording the compositeness of nr when 
processing the largest composite <n, with the same greatest prime factor does not 
work out. But suppose we choose the largest such starter. It is gpf(f) + g where 
g=prev({x Igpf(x)=gpf(f)l,fL d'an IS well-defined provided f > gpf( f). So squared 
primes need to be handled separately. Neither that nor the calculation off from g 
seems forbidding, so we formulate our abstract algorithm: 
Algorithm 4.4. 
n, P, GPF := 2, {2}, {(2,2)}; 
{invariant: P = Pr( n) and GPF = gpf(domain(GPF) and 
domain( GPF) = [2. . n] u 
{p-flf>landprime(p)andp>gpf(f)andprev(P,p)*fCn}u 
{q/f> 1 andf>aW9 and ~~~"({~l,,f(~)=,,fC)},~)~ nl) 
do True-t 
n:= n+1; 
ifn=p’forsomepEP+ 
GPF:= GPFu{(n,p)} 
lln=~~fornop~P+skip 
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if n @ domain( GPF) + 
P, GPF:= Pu{n}, GPFu{(n, n)} 
0 n E domain( GPF) + 
p:= GPF(n);f:= n+p; 
r:=next(P,p); 
GPF:= GPFu{(r.f,f)}; 
if p = GPF(f) + 
h:= next({xl GPF(x) =p},f); 
GPF:= GPFu{(p. h,p)} 
Cl p # GPF(f) + skip 
fi 
fi 
od 
A linear implementation of this algorithm is much less immediate than for the 
corresponding lpf-based Algorithm 3.4. The corresponding implementations of P 
and GPF carry over, and take care of all but two abstract operations. (We note that 
a newly generated starter is at most 2n because h is at most 2$) 
One of the two trouble-spots is the test 
n=p* for some PEP. 
This is easily disposed of: n is monotonically increasing, and it suffices to maintain 
the minimum squared prime in. 
The other is the computation of 
next({x 1 @F(x) = PIA 
which we would like to do in bounded time. The necessary information is contained 
in GPF; the problem is to find it quickly. Consider a fixed p. We would like to 
assemble the set of values x with GPF(x) = p in increasing order, so that the above 
expression can be evaluated in bounded time. However, these values are not 
generated by Algorithm 4.4 in increasing order. For example, when n = n5 = 5.5 = 25, 
function gpf is tabulated for the next starter with greatest prime factor 5; this number 
is n ,o = 5.10 = 50. But when n = 27 = 3.9, function gpf is tabulated for 5.9 = 45 < 50. 
The solution lies in exploiting the fact that the set can be partitioned into two 
disjoint subsets which are generated in increasing order, viz. the starters and the 
others (the regulars). A single array next[2 . _ 2n] suffices to represent function next 
on all these subsets (for all the primes), because they are disjoint. To construct these 
subsets, we must maintain for each prime p the last starter and last regular with 
greatest prime factor p. To use the sets (to evaluate the above expression) we maintain 
for each prime p, the first starter and first regular, with greatest prime factor p, not 
yet used as f in the above expression. 
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5. Conclusions 
The title promised a family tree of linear prime-number sieves: Voilh ! see Fig. 1. 
The fastest known sieves take 0( N/log log N) arithmetic operations. They are 
all based on the notion of wheels (see our [12]), which can be used to speed up 
lpf-based algorithms. Thus the paradigmatic ‘wheel sieve’ of [12] can be regarded 
as a transformation of the Pritchard/Misra variation of Mairson’s sieve. Algorithms 
3.3 and 3.4 can be similarly transformed, but the details are complex (particularly 
for Algorithm 3.3). 
The wheel sieve of [12], which can be implemented to avoid all multiplicative 
operations, is the fastest known solution to our problem. We know how to avoid 
multiplicative operations in Algorithm 3.4, and expect to be able to do likewise for 
its transformed version using wheels. The implementations are complex, and will 
appear in a forthcoming paper. 
The usefulness of the technique of investigating new time-orderings of abstract 
operations seems beyond doubt: Algorithms 3.3, 3.4, 4.3 and 4.4, and the Gries & 
Misra and Pritchard/Misra variations of Mairson’s sieve, can all be naturally derived 
using this technique. We note that it enjoys the appealing property of not relying 
on new domain-specific knowledge, even though it implies such knowledge-see 
sieve 
(Eratosthenes) 
line& sieve: 
normal form for composites 
c =p.f 
A\ 
p = lpf(c) . ...(2) p = gpf(c) . ...(l) 
p a funcudfLL 
/I\ 
incremental p a function off f a function of p incremental 
Algorithm 3.3 
/\ 
Algorithm 3.4 Algorithm 4.3 
0 (N) bits (Bengdloun) (new) 
(new) 
/\ 
F explicit Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm 4.1 F explicit 
Algorithm3.2 (Mairson) (new) Algorithm 
O(N)bits / \ 0 (N) bits 
Algorithm 4.4 
(new) 
4.2 
(new) / \ 
(Gries & Misra) (Pritchard/Misra) 
(Gale & Pratt) 
Fig, 1. The family tree of linear prime-number sieves. 
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the discussion following the Gries & Misra variation. That is, it is a generally 
applicable programming technique, not a mathematical one. 
A referee neatly characterized this paper as showing 
what may happen when you don’t stop at your first acceptable design but 
challenge each choice. 
The principle of trying different time-orderings of operations is just one way to 
challenge design decisions. It would appear to be a fruitful one because many 
algorithms over-determine the order of operations. Those that implement operations 
on sets in terms of operations on their members, for instance, will inevitably have 
that property. 
It seems to us that interesting new algorithms may often be most easily discovered 
by transforming known algorithms. The exploitation of this presupposes that 
algorithms are developed and presented as abstractly as is possible. For then it is 
most easy to transform the algorithms, and there is maximal freedom in choosing 
implementations. A useful embodiment of abstraction is a command form catering 
to iteration over fixed sets without implying any ordering. 
Athough we support the paradigm of developing an abstract algorithm and then 
an implementation, our examples show that the process of implementation is not 
necessarily as simple as looking up the set of abstract operations employed, in a 
catalog of implementation techniques. For it may be necessary to first cast the 
abstract operations in a recognizable form, possibly by exploiting degrees of freedom 
(see Algorithm 4.2). And sometimes efficient implementations depend on semantic 
information (see Algorithm 4.1); such situations are not desirable, because they 
confound separation of concerns, but they presumably cannot always be avoided. 
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